Alumni Weekend 2005

WE'RE LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING EVERYONE!

Friday, October 8th
Alumni Golf Outing - Wabtec Country Club
11:00 a.m. shotgun start
Class Reunion - Upper School Class
Class of 1985, Class of 1990 and Class of 1995
7:00 p.m., Cocktails
8:00 p.m., Dinner

Saturday, October 9th
Alumni vs. Varsity Co-ed Soccer Game 11:00 a.m.
DCDS vs. Notre Dame Cathedral Latin 2:00 p.m.

Questions? Contact the DCDS Alumni Office at kmann@dcds.edu or (313) 646-7717 ext. 1023

To register for an event e-mail kmann@dcds.edu.

Chris Webber '91 Raises Funds for Katrina Relief

Chris Webber was in Michigan Sept. 17 and 18 to collect school supplies, clothing, toiletries and money for those affected by hurricane Katrina. He stopped by St. Cecilia’s Church in Detroit as well as DCDS to help sort and load everything donated into trucks headed for New Orleans and the surrounding areas in need. A total of 88 pallets of items were collected, as well as $1,000 in cash.

For the latest Chris Webber news, visit www.chriswebber.com.
The Kaselitz sisters work together...literally

Alana Kaselitz, '95, and Melissa Kaselitz '92, started their own business this past spring. Echo lane, Inc. specializes in customer relationship management software consulting. The sisters have offices in both California and Michigan. For further information, visit www.echo-lane.com.

Ella Kazerooni '82 Joins Colleague To Publish Book

Ella Kazerooni '82 recently published a book with a colleague of hers at the University of Michigan Department of Radiology, Barry Gross. The book is called The Core Curriculum and it is one in a series of textbooks that serve as guides for radiology residents’ rotations and study tools for written boards or recertification exams.

To purchase a copy of Ella’s book, visit The Core Curriculum.

DCDS Performing Arts Presents...

For Tickets contact Jeff Nahan, Director of the Performing Arts Center at jnahan@dcds.edu.
Aaron Hamburger '91 Makes his Mark in the World of Literature

Aaron Hamburger has been busy making a name for himself as a talented author. His works include *The View From Stalin's Head*, *Hit Man*, and his latest, *Faith for Beginners*.

This past spring he was awarded the 2005-2006 Rome Prize Fellowship in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and he, along with 29 other American artists and scholars were invited to travel to Rome, Italy to accept their awards.

Aaron currently resides in New York.

To read more about *Faith for Beginners* and Aaron's other publications, visit [www.aaronhamburger.com](http://www.aaronhamburger.com).

---

**Robert Schefman '70 shows his artsy side**

Robert Schefman, an instructor at the College of Creative Studies in Detroit, is getting the chance to show off his own artwork at Oakland University’s Meadow Brook Art Gallery in Rochester. The exhibit is titled "Robert Schefman: A Retrospective of Painting," and it will be up for viewing until Oct. 23. For further information about the exhibit visit [www.oakland.edu/mbag](http://www.oakland.edu/mbag) or call (248) 370-3005.

(Photo courtesy of C&G Newspapers)

---

**Calling All Alumni**

The Alumni Council will be launching a new mentoring program to pair alumni with current students. If you are interested in becoming a mentor, please e-mail kmann@dcds.edu.
DCDS Star Athlete Toussaint Waterman '93 "Acts" Out

Those who knew Toussaint when he attended Country Day were aware of his exceptional athleticism, but today it is his acting ability that is getting him all the attention.

His most recent acting endeavor was a stint on “I Wanna Be a Soap Star,” a reality show on the SOAP Net network, which aired this past summer. The show’s winner was awarded a 13-week contract to appear on the hit soap competitor Alec Musser.

Although he can’t add soaps to his list of acting highlights yet, Toussaint has appeared in numerous television and print commercials, as well as a couple of plays while living in the Los Angeles area.

To check out photos of Toussaint in action, visit Who Wants to Be A Soap Star Season 2.

(Photo courtesy of Soaps.net.com)

William VanderKloot '54 Proves Education is a Lifelong Journey

At 68-years-old, William VanderKloot '54 earned a Master of Arts in History at the University of Richmond.

VanderKloot completed a 330 page thesis before graduation and earned a 3.85 grade point average. He was also praised by one faculty thesis-reviewer who wrote, “I don’t think a student paper has ever given me so much pleasure….This is a very well-written thesis,” and another who wrote “You have been an exceptionally able and energetic student-and I want you to know that I have learned more from you than you could possibly have learned from me.”

When not pretending to be a historian, VanderKloot calls himself an “internet worker.” He is still a fully-licensed Michigan lawyer, though in semi-retirement, he continues to do research and drafting via the internet for other Michigan lawyers.